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Abstract. Over the last year or two, a large number of attacks have
been found by the authors and others on protocols based on the discrete
logarithm problem, such as ElGamal signature and Diffie Hellman key
exchange. These attacks depend on causing variables to assume values
whose discrete logarithms can be calculated, whether by forcing a protocol exchange into a smooth subgroup or by choosing degenerate values
directly. We survey these attacks and discuss how to build systems that
are robust against them. In the process we elucidate a number of the
design decisions behind the US Digital Signature Standard.

1

Introduction

The large majority of actual attacks on conventional cryptosystems are due to
blunders in design, implementation and operation, which are typically discovered
by chance and exploited in an opportunistic way [2, 3]. We have not yet accumulated comparable experience of the failure modes of public key cryptosystems,
but the early indications are that nothing much has changed: an implementation
of the Fiat-Shamir identification scheme [14] is reported to have failed because
the application always used the same random challenge [22, 23].
Any system can be compromised by a gross blunder of this kind; but public
key systems present a large number of subtle failure modes [5]. Some are variants
on the middleperson attack or exploit the semantics of public key systems in
general, while others depend on the mathematical features of particular systems.
In this paper, we investigate protocols based on the discrete logarithm problem such as ElGamal signature, Diffie-Hellman key exchange and the Chor-Rivest
system. We describe a family of simple attacks, some of them new, which have
been found by the authors and others over the last year or two. These attacks
enable us to explain the design of the US digital signature standard [24].

2

ElGamal and related protocols

The original ElGamal signature uses a large prime p as its modulus and a generator g of the group Zp∗ as its base. These values are common, and may be
issued by authority; each user has a secret key x and a corresponding public key
y = g x mod p. To sign a message M , the signer first picks a random k which is
coprime to p − 1 and issues the signature (r, s) where

r = g k mod p
M − xr
s=
mod p − 1
k

(1)
(2)

Writing the second equation as sk + xr ≡ M mod p − 1, we see that a valid
signature is checked by verifying
rs yr ≡ gM

(mod p)

We shall show that this system is quite insecure, unless considerable care is
taken in the choice of parameters.
2.1

The effect of the choice of p

Suppose that p−1 = qw, where w is smooth (i.e., all its prime factors are small).
This was the case with the primes p and q originally proposed with the US digital
signature standard (DSS):
p−1
= 270 346 530 725 1120
q
(see [1]). Then the group Zp∗ in which we are operating has a subgroup of order
q, in which discrete log is hard, and a subgroup of order w in which it is easy.
The effect is that keys can be recovered modulo w. An attacker can solve
the equation (g q )z ≡ y q (mod p) in the group of order w, giving x modulo
w, and then derive every message key k modulo w from equation (2). This was
originally pointed out by van Oorschot and Wiener [32]; and also by Anderson,
Vaudenay, Preneel and Nyberg in the context of subliminal channels, where the
effect is to create one or more broadband covert channels [6]. However, there are
serious practical security implications as well.
In order to generate the message keys k for successive signatures, a random
number generator is required, and the use of ElGamal signatures with the above
prime p has the effect of disclosing 352 out of every 512 bits of the generator’s
output. The typical generator has resonances and other features that can be
exploited (see for example [20]), with the result that further bits of message
keys k might be inferred by an adversary. Once a single key k modulo q is
compromised, the signing key x can easily be calculated.
The amount of information leaked will depend on the choice of p, and in
particular on the factors of p − 1. The above choice of p may be the worst
possible, but even the best possible — say p = 2qr + 1 where both q and r are
prime — will still leak one bit of message key per signature. So the choice of p is
not enough to completely prevent the leakage of key material. A better approach
is to use a base element g that generates a prime order subgroup of Zp∗ ; then
we are doing our cryptographic operations in a single group, rather than in two

groups at a time. This is exactly the approach taken by the designers of DSS,
which has
r = (g k mod p) mod q
h(M ) + xr
s=
mod q
k
This blocks the above attack, and also (contrary to the popular misconception) reduces the bandwidth available for use as a subliminal channel.
2.2

Attacks based on interaction between k and g

After the DSS was introduced, there was some controversy about whether a
trapdoor could be hidden in the primes p and q by, for example, choosing them
to be numbers which could be respresented compactly by a polynomial of degree
four or five, so that the authority could calculate discrete logarithms using the
number field sieve [11].
But no-one seems to have stopped to think about the choice of base g.
A simple forgery attack on ElGamal consists of chosing k = (p − 1)/2. Then
r = p − 1, so the secret key x is hidden by r in the product xr modulo p − 1.
Unfortunately, this cannot work unless M = (p − 1)/2 or M = p − 1 since k is
not invertible modulo p − 1. But the authority can use this idea to provide valid
parameters with a hidden trapdoor.
If the authority chooses the base g such that he knows the discrete logarithm
k of r = (p−1)/2 (for instance by chosing g = r1/k mod p for random invertible k
until it is a generator), then he is able to choose this k which enables to compute
s (he needs to know x mod 2 but this can easily be obtained by checking whether
y is a quadratic residue or not.)
More generally, the authority can isolate a smooth factor w of p−1 and choose
g such that he knows the discrete logarithm k of some j(p − 1)/w between 0 and
p − 1. The ability to compute s from k is then equivalent to the knowledge of
x mod w which, as we have seen, is easy when w is smooth.
A similar forgery attack was recently found by Bleichenbacher. Suppose that
p − 1 = qw as before with w smooth, and that the authority can choose a g
which divides w. Then a valid signature can be forged on any message M as
r = (p − 1)/g

(mod p)

s = (M − ryq )(p − 3)/2

(mod p − 1)

where yq is the smooth part of the public key y (i.e. a solution of (g q )z ≡
y q mod p). This attack will also work in the more general case that the authority
knows a small multiple cq of q with 0 < c < w; see [7, 8] for details.
Bleichenbacher’s attack is particularly pernicious as it means that if an implementer chooses g = 2 for performance reasons, as we understand has happened,
then signatures can be forged independently of the choice of p.

To thwart attacks of this kind, we can check that (p − 1)/ gcd(r, p − 1) is
not too smooth, or, once again, work in a subgroup of prime order. Another
approach is to replace M by h(r, M ) as in the Schnorr signature [27, 28] (see
[26]).
However, even using the DSS does not completely give complete protection,
as we shall see below.
2.3

The design of the digital signature standard

During World War 2, a slogan prominently displayed in a number of the cryptanalysts’ huts at Bletchley Park was ‘If it’s not checked, it’s wrong’ [15]. This
prudent approach to cryptology is just as valid in the world of discrete logarithm
based systems as it was in the days of rotor machines.
Consider what happens if the verifier’s software does not systematically check
whether 0 ≤ r < p (this is not explicitly demanded in ElGamal’s original paper
[13]). A valid signature can easily be forged for any message as follows. Choose
values for both s and rp−1 and compute
rp = g

M
s

y−

rp−1
s

(mod p)

Then it is straightforward to find a value r which fits the values of both rp−1
mod p − 1 and rp mod p by using the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Of course,
the typical length of the r we obtain will be twice that of p. This attack has
independently been discovered by Bleichenbacher [7, 8].
We conclude that DSS is simply ElGamal with many of the bugs fixed, and
with a rather simple optimization (the reduction of r modulo q) that reduces
the length of the signature and the amount of arithmetic needed to verify it.
However, DSS is not entirely bug-free. Firstly, the reduction mod q introduces
a new bug: the authority can choose q to be the difference between h(M ) and
h(M 0 ) for two known messages M and M 0 . These two messages will then have
the same signature [31]. Note that this kind of bug is avoided if M is hashed
together with r, as in the Schnorr signature [27, 28].
Secondly, the authority might issue a base g with small order instead of order
q. Honest signers would be unable to produce a valid signature, but it will be
easy for anyone to forge one (by picking random signatures until one is valid
with this g). So if the application may use a large number of different moduli
and bases some of which come from non-trusted parties (as is the case with the
UK government’s new Euroclipper proposal [9]), then the cautious implementer
will check that order of any base he uses for the first time. Other attacks based
on the fact that g is not certified are also possible (see [31]).
The above two weaknesses probably do not matter in most digital signature
applications, but it seems prudent practice to require a proof of origin of the
p and q (for example, that they are generated using known seed values via a
one-way hash function) and to check the order of g.
However, careless designs that permit degenerate values such as in these two
examples can be deadly for Diffie Hellman key agreement protocols.

3

Diffie Hellman-like protocols

In the original Diffie Hellman Protocol, everything works modulo a fixed prime
p. Two participants Alice and Bob first agree on this prime and a generator g
of Zp∗ ; then Alice picks a random a and sends g a mod p to Bob, who picks a
random b and sends g b mod p to Alice. They then compute a shared private key
as g ab mod p.

3.1

The middleperson attack

In the traditional middleperson attack, Charlie sits between Alice and Bob. He
sets up one key with Alice (pretending to be Bob), and another key with Bob
(pretending to be Alice). He then acts as a message relay between them, and can
intercept all their traffic. Attacks of this kind are a serious pitfall for designers
of public key protocols, and can manifest themselves in various ways.
The traditional countermeasure is a key confirmation protocol in which Alice
and Bob authenticate either the key they think they have just agreed, or the
components they think they exchanged in order to agree it. We shall now show
that these two countermeasures are not in fact equivalent; there are attacks in
which Charlie forces Alice and Bob to share a key that he can calculate.
If a careless implementation does not check the received values, then Charlie
can simply intercept both g a and g b and replace them with 0 or 1. Alice and
Bob end up sharing a ‘secret’ that Charlie knows too.
Assuming as before that p − 1 = qw with w smooth, a more sophisticated
attack is for Charlie to replace the numbers g a with g aq and g b with g bq . In this
way, the exchange is forced into the smooth subgroup of Zp∗ ; he can then compute
the discrete logarithm of g aq mod p to the base g q and apply it to g bq mod
p, getting the shared key g abq . This attack was discovered by van Oorschot
and Wiener [32]; for more discussion on key agreement protocols, see Just and
Vaudenay [18].

3.2

Attacks on elliptic curve systems

Other variants on Diffie Hellman use elliptic curves. A typical system uses curves
of order 4p, where p is prime [30]; in this case, an attacker can use the above
techniques to force the key exchange into a subgroup of order 4, in which discrete
logarithms may be extracted by inspection.
But regardless of whether we are operating in a rational or elliptic curve
group, so long as its order is composite we have to be careful how we fortify the
Diffie Hellman protocol against middleperson attacks (in which Charlie simultaneously masquerades as Bob to Alice and as Alice to Bob). We shall now discuss
a few of the protocols that are vulnerable in this way.

3.3

Other Diffie-Hellman-like protocols

There are many variants of the Diffie-Hellman Protocol (see [12, 17, 21] for instance), which fail to specify that prime order bases should be used. We leave
finding attacks to the reader as a exercise.
We also understand that in some secure telephone products, the two participants authenticate the key by reading out a hash of the agreed key. This is
not sufficient against attacks of the kind described above, as the participants
would end up authenticating g abq mod p. Even if the base g were the generator
of a prime order subgroup, then the telephone equipment should check that the
received protocol variables were elements of order q, in case degenerate values
had been inserted instead.
When trying to prevent such attacks, designers would be well advised to
follow the principle that robust protocols are explicit ones [5]. As well as choosing
a prime order base and checking received variables, we should also authenticate
not just g ab but also g a , g b , and all relevant environmental information such as
Alice’s and Bob’s names and the date.
Mea culpa: one of us disregarded this principle in [4]. There, an authentication
mechanism (of which the details are irrelevant here) was devised that enabled
Alice and Bob to check whether they shared the same session key. This gives no
protection against the above attacks.

4

Chor-Rivest-like Cryptosystems

At the beginning of public key cryptography, knapsack ciphers seemed very
attractive, but almost all of them have been broken by latice reduction techniques
(the Chor-Rivest system [10] remained unbroken until recently [29]).
We have noticed two recent attempts to make cryptosystems based on multiplicative knapsack problems.
4.1

The Lenstra Cryptosystem

The Lenstra Cryptosystem [19] is inspired by Chor-Rivest. It also works in a
finite field GF(q h ), where q is a prime power. Chor-Rivest has the surprising
property of being efficient when computing discrete logarithms in GF(q h ) is easy
[10]. Lenstra’s variant is a little less efficient but does not require this property.
It is moreover provably at least as secure as Chor-Rivest.
Basically, given public parameters q, h and s (as well as the representation
of the fields), the Lenstra Cryptosystem uses public keys v1 , . . . , vs in GF(q h ).
A message is first encoded (by using a public encoding rule) into a sequence
m1 , . . . , ms of positive integers such that m1 + . . . + ms = h. Encrypting the
message consists in computing v1 m1 . . . vs ms in GF(q h ). A complicated forgery
algorithm (which involves secret keys for the vi ) lets us decrypt.
Here we notice that the order q h − 1 of the multiplicative group may well be
smooth (for instance, for each factor n of h, q n − 1 is a factor of q h − 1). Thus it

may be possible to compute discrete logarithms in GF(q h )∗ . But computing wi =
log vi reduces the cipher to a knapsack equation m1 w1 + . . . + ms ws (actually,
a Chor-Rivest problem). Therefore (as mentioned by Lenstra) the ability to
compute discrete logarithms reduces the security to exactly that of Chor-Rivest.
4.2

The Naccache-Stern Cryptosystem

A more complex example is given by a new public-key cryptosystem recently
proposed by Naccache and Stern and based on multiplicative knapsacks [23, 25].
In this protocol, the public parameters are a set of prime numbers p1 , . . . , pn and
a prime p such that p > p1 × . . . × pn . The secret key is an exponent s, and the
public key is a set of integers v1 , . . . , vn such that vi s ≡ pi (mod p). To encrypt
an n-bit message m1 . . . mn , we compute c = v1 m1 ×. . .×vn mn mod p. To decrypt
the message, we raise c to the power s and solve cs = p1 m1 × . . . × pn mn mod p.
The authors already mentioned an information leakage in the cryptosystem.
Namely, with the use of the Legendre symbol, the encryption leaks the bit
 mn
   m1
v1
vn
c
=
× ... ×
(3)
p
p
p
This corresponds to the factor two in p − 1. More generally, for any smooth
factor w of p − 1, one can compute the mod w part of the discrete logarithms
p−1
of all the vi and c: if g is a primitive w-th root of 1 modulo p, let vi w ≡ g ai
p−1
(mod p) and c w ≡ g b (mod p). By computing all ai s and b, we obtain the
equation
b ≡ m1 a1 + . . . + mn an

(mod w)

(4)

This is a standard knapsack problem which can be solved by usual latice
reduction tricks [16] provided that w is large enough (typically, larger than 2n ).
In [25], the authors propose using quadratic residues pi s to fix the problem
of information leakage and to use only a strong prime p (p = 2q + 1) to avoid
this kind of attack.

5

Conclusions

When designing systems based on the discrete logarithm problem, we must be
careful to avoid degenerate cases. If we use a group with smooth subgroups, then
there may be many such cases. In particular, naı̈ve Diffie Hellman — whether
modulo a rational prime or over an elliptic curve — can be attacked by forcing
it into a subgroup in which the discrete log problem is easy. Some of the conventional ways of preventing middleperson attacks prevent such forcing attacks,
but many do not.
Even without smooth subgroups, there are many things that can go wrong
if we do not carefully specify the limit values and check them punctiliously at
runtime. The system parameters, the secret keys and the message keys can often

be chosen to be weak, and these weaknesses can interact in ways that are not at
all obvious.
In any case, with all systems based on discrete logarithm problems, it seems
prudent practice to use a group of prime order, unless there are good reasons not
to; such reasons can include using keys for multiple different purposes. However,
such advanced applications are dangerous, and designers should take extra care.
Our results have also explained the design of the US digital signature standard. It is really just ElGamal with most of the bugs fixed.
Finally, what ‘good reasons’ might there be to use a group of composite order?
Well, different sets of people may know a secret key in different subgroups. We
have already shown in [6] that this can be used to create broadband narrowcast
subliminal channels in signature schemes — by means of which messages may
be sent undetectably to precisely those parties who know a signing key modulo
a specific factor of p − 1. Composite groups might also be used in applications
such as key escrow protocols, where we might wish the same key to be used for
escrowed encryption and unescrowed signature. However, this will be the subject
of a different paper.
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